
Name: _________________

Correcting Mistakes: Rewrite the Sentences

Each of the sentences below have mistakes in them. There may be spelling, 
punctuation, capitalization, or grammar errors. Rewrite each sentence so that it is 
correct.

1. The scool Principle will visit the class tommorrow.
_______________________________________________________

2. Victor walked home by hisself in the poring rain.
_______________________________________________________

3. The dog barked at the postman he must have been fritened.
_______________________________________________________

4. It were to late, for Elle to come over, but Diane asked her any way.
_______________________________________________________

5. We asked the man for derections to the store, but he don’t know where it’s at.
_______________________________________________________

6. Which is how the bird flyed into the house.
_______________________________________________________

7. My Mother is the best mother in the world she is kind to evereyone.
_______________________________________________________

8. They swammed in the pool untill it was allmost dark.
_______________________________________________________



Answers Key

Actual answer may very.

1. The scool Principle will visit the class tommorrow.

    The school principal will visit the class tomorrow.

2. Victor walked home by hisself in the poring rain.

     Victor walked home by himself in the pouring rain.

3. The dog barked at the postman he must have been fritened.

    The dog barked at the postman; he must have been frightened.

4. It were to late, for Elle to come over, but Diane asked her any way.

    It was too late for Elle to come over, but Diane asked her anyway.

5. We asked the man for derections to the store, but he don’t know where it’s at.

    We asked the man for directions to the store, but he didn’t know where it was.

6. Which is how the bird flyed into the house.

    The window was open which is how the bird flew into the house.

7. My Mother is the best mother in the world she is kind to evereyone.

    My mother is the best mother in the world; she is kind to everyone.

8. They swammed in the pool untill it was allmost dark.

    They swam in the pool until it was almost dark.


